Abstract. The mechanisms behind residual stress generation have been a topic of interest for quite some time since it is well-known that residual stresses can benefit the fatigue life of components. We have studied the residual stresses in lamellar graphite iron generated by fatigue damage. Cylindrical test specimens, with close to zero residual stresses of fully pearlitic lamellar graphite iron, manufactured and subjected to uniaxial load controlled cyclic loading, have been investigated. The load conditions used were: pure tension, pure compression, and alternating tension/compression over one thousand cycles. Measurements were performed using a four-circle goniometer Seifert X-ray machine equipped with a linear sensitive detector and a Cr-tube. Evaluation of the residual stresses were conducted using the sin²-method on the -Fe {211} diffraction peak together with material removal technique to obtain depth profiles.
Introduction
It is well known that compressive residual stresses (RS) at the surface of a specimen prolongs the fatigue life. The associated increase in strain hardening of the surface, can be equally important for the specimen fatigue life since the combination of strain and compressive RS at the surface of the sample inhibits crack nucleation and propagation. Steels, aluminium, titanium, and nickel alloys are some of the metallic materials in which work hardening at the surface can result in compressive RS and increased fatigue strength of the material [1, 2] . These homogenous metallic material withstand considerable plastic deformation before final fracture compared to cast iron, especially lamellar graphite iron (LGI) which has an inhomogeneous microstructure. Lamellar graphite iron plasticises already at tensile loads ~ 40 MPa [3] . Graphite acts as notches all over the specimen volume and is the reason for its poor tensile strength.
Relaxation of near surface RS due to cyclic loading are a well-known phenomenon. Local plastic deformations (microcracks) as well as pinning and un-pinning of dislocations are believed to be a source of stress relaxation [2, [4] [5] [6] . Residual stress relaxation mechanisms due to cyclic loading are affected by the initial magnitude of the RS, the gradient of RS, degree of cold work, cyclic loading and material response to cyclic loading [1] . In a multiphase material, such as pearlitic LGI, the different response of the phases to cyclic loading can render a measurable shift in RS in one of the phases. In this study, we have three phases (ferrite, cementite, lamellar graphite) but only the stresses in the ferritic phase, which has the largest volume fraction in the material, are measured with laboratory X-rays, since diffraction peaks for the other phases can not be obtained.
In multiphase materials, such as duplex steels, the different phases are known to have different amounts of RS and often also different signs on the stresses [7] [8] [9] . During cooling and solidification, the differences in volume contraction between phases gives a thermal mismatch, resulting in RS. The different thermal coefficients of the phases in cast iron (ferrite, cementite and graphite) are the source of RS in untreated material. Surface treatments and cyclic loading also result in plasticity mismatch between the different phases, causing large variations in RS between the phases which can also have 
Experimental setup
Four cylindrical specimens, with a 6.3 mm diameter of over the 25 mm gauge length, of pearlitic LGI were manufactured. The specimens were manually ground using 2400 and 4000 grit SiC paper to lower the machining effects. Afterwards, the specimens were stress relieve annealed at 600 °C for one hour and cooled slowly in air to room temperature. Surface oxides were gently removed manually with 4000 grit SiC paper. The gauge length was electrolytic polished in A2-solution to achieve a stress free surface.
Uniaxial testing was performed on three test samples in an Intron 8801 servo hydraulic test machine. The fourth sample was used as reference. A sinusoidal load cycle was used in pure tension (between 20 MPa and 200 MPa), pure compression (between -20 MPa to -200 MPa), and alternating tension/compression (± 150 MPa, starting in tension). The material ultimate tensile strength is 250 MPa. Each specimen was run for 1000 cycles.
X-ray measurements were performed using a four-circle goniometer Seifert X-ray machine, equipped with a linear sensitive detector and a Cr-tube. Evaluation of RS were conducted using the sin²-method [10] with the -Fe {211} diffraction peak, at 2θ ≈ 156.5°. A ø 1 mm collimator was used to minimize the effects of specimen curvature. Diffraction data was obtained from four different measuring points, A-D, ~ 90° rotation of the specimen between each point. At every depth all diffraction data was superimposed to obtain a good average value of the RS. Peak position was calculated using a double pseudo-Voigt curve fit.
Electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) for grain size determination was performed using an OXFORD detector in a Hitatchi SU-70 field emission gun scanning electron microscope (FEG-SEM). The specimen was tilted to 70° with a working distance of 20 mm, acceleration voltage of 15 kV and a step size of 0.75 µm were used. The HKL software Channel 5 was used to evaluate the EBSD measurements. The angle mismatch between two neighbouring points of 10° or higher was set as definition of a grain boundary.
Results
The biaxial stresses for the four samples were calculated from the superimposed diffraction data (SDD), results depicted in Fig. 1 . No significant differences can be observed between the samples. Residual stress fluctuations and standard deviation for the reference sample are shown in Fig. 2 (a) . Small tensile residual stresses for the pure tensile loaded specimen are shown in Fig. 2 (b) at some of the measured positions. The RS in the compression and tension/compression specimens in Fig. 2 (c) and (d) only show three measuring points where the RS are tensile. 
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Discussion
Biaxial stresses for all four samples were calculated from the SDD. No significant differences can be observed between the samples. Since the accuracy of the x-ray diffraction measurements yields an uncertainty of ± 20 MPa [11] as well as the overlapping standard deviations seen in Fig. 1 . The reference specimen should not show any RS, nevertheless all specimens show compressive RS. To validate the accuracy of the equipment secondary reference measurements were conducted on stress free iron powder (1.5 ± 2.5 MPa). Since the linear fits in Fig. 5 are in the range of -15 --20 MPa and are nearly horizontal, as well as the secondary reference measurements on stress free iron powder showed zero stresses, thermal mismatch between the phases is the most probable explanation for the measured RS. The purely compressive loaded specimen indicates an increase in compressive stress with increasing depth. Extracting diffraction data from more than one eutectic cell in cast iron requires a large enough diffraction volume i.e., large enough collimator. Convex surfaces make the use of a large collimator inappropriate due to the curvature effect giving rise to pseudo strains [12] . Using a small collimator gives a small diffraction volume which can be effected by the heterogeneous strain in and around the eutectic cell structure. Fig. 2 shows the data obtained using a ø 1 mm collimator measuring four points evenly distributed around the cylindrical test specimen, thus resulting in diffraction data from more than four eutectic cells. Superimposed diffraction data can be used to increase the statistics and to obtain the average RS in-and outside of the eutectic cells, seen in Fig. 1 .
Figure 5. Linear fits showing the change of RS with depth from SDD.
From the EBSD-mapping and the corresponding grain size measurement, the average grain size of 100 µm results in more than the 50 individual grains within the diffraction volume needed to obtain good RS measurements. Fluctuations seen in Fig. 2 are most likely caused by thermal mismatch between the phases and the complex nature of the materials solidification since more than 50 individual grains are within the diffraction volume for every measurement, position A-D.
The FMHW distribution at each position A-D and corresponding depth varies non-conventionally and the averaged FWHM data varied between the points A-D. The averaged FWHM from SDD in Fig. 3 is therefore used to illustrate FWHM behaviour. All specimens show an increase in FWHM with depth as a result of incomplete stress relieve annealing or compositional gradient. A slightly higher dislocation density is most likely the cause of the higher FWHM values exhibited by the pure compression specimen.
The material will be strained under the influence of a mechanical load. The different macroscopic behaviour of LGI under tension and compression is related to its lamellar graphite showing notch effect under tension. If the load distribution over the whole cross-section is uniform and there is no surface effect, little RS would be expected after a low plastic loading either in compression or tension. The lower yield strength of the ferrite than the cementite can generate detectable RS under a certain degree of plastic deformation. RS will be different depending on the loading mode given that the effect of machine hardening had been removed and the specimen was stress relieve annealed. However, only a small intimation of the pure compression specimen can be seen in Fig. 5 . The lack of this intimation for the other specimens is presumably due to stress relaxation mechanisms. It is well known that stress relaxation mainly occurs during the first cycles. One thousand cycles were applied to ensure a more homogenous strain field in the specimen, because of the anisotropic behaviour of the different phases. Due to the stress relaxation mechanisms, implementing one to three cycles would probably be more suited to detect large RS differences. Stress relaxation and its effects on fatigue life in cast iron need to be further investigated.
Conclusions
In this paper, the residual stresses in a pearlitic lamellar graphite iron after cyclic loading have been investigated to better understand the role of the different phases and their load capacity under influence of loadings. Four cylindrical test specimen of fully pearlitic lamellar graphite iron were normalized followed by testing and residual stress measurement conducted with laboratory X-rays.
 There are no significant changes between the reference, pure tension, pure compression, and alternating tension/compression specimens in stresses or FWHM.  Superimposed diffraction data (SDD) gives a more reliable result.  Due to the stress relaxation mechanisms, implementing one to three cycles would likely be more suited to detect large residual stress differences.
